Good Attendance at the Meet — Spirited Contests in Nearly All Events.

The Fall Handicap Meet was held at Cool Field Saturday afternoon. The weather conditions were favorable, not too cold, and no wind. There were entries in nearly every event to make the contests interesting. The attendance at the meet was not all that could be desired, but was better than last year. Many of the fair sex were in evidence.

The high jump, the first event of the meet, was very encouraging, three men jumping over 6 ft. 6 in. Nine men took part, and seven rounds were enough to decide the winner.

About fifteen men started in the mile run. Beam, '07, from scratch ran a pretty race, finishing second to Buckingham who had 80 yards handicap. Harvard, '07, set the pace up to the last hundred yards when he had to give way to Buckingham. Beam and Nelson. Flagg, '99, easily led the hammer throw with an actual throw of 98 ft. 2 in. The last man appearing the contest was of little interest except for the keen rivalry of Harvard and Scharff for second place. Five men took part, and twenty rounds were enough to decide the winner.

A large number of men entered the 100 yard dash. The Freshmen did not make a show of it as only one Freshman got in the semi-finals and he did not get a place in the finals. The final heat was run with Excel and Jones being within four feet of the first man. Richardson, '08, just beat out Nelson, and Harmon, '08.

Only two men showed up for the 220 yard dash. Albro, '07, won the contest while Harmon, '08, was 3rd place.

For the 440 yard dash, scratch, while Noyes, '07, who had handicapped 10 yards, failed at the last hurdle.

In the pole vault Holmes and Richardson both finished at 9 ft. 4 in. Only six men entered and the vaulter who did not make a good showing was Richardson who won on his handicap.

The half mile was by far the best race of the day. The time, 2m. 28, was fast and Sullivan, '08, ran a pretty race from scratch, winning second place. Gimson, '08, had no trouble in running fast as he led by about 50 yards at the finish.

Nesbit, '08, easily won the discus throw, all his throws being greater than the average throws.

The best actual broad jump was made by Richardson, '09, in a jump of 18 ft. 11 in.

The 220 yard dash proved the favorite with regard to entries and was a long drawn-out affair.

Of the seventeen men entered for the 2 mile run, ten started. Mullen, '10, was the only one who went from scratch and the handicap caps of the others were too much for him. He came in second in the meet, being in About seventy-five men from other colleges met informally and had an opportunity to become acquainted with some of the professors and students. The men were greeted by President Loring of the Walker Club who later introduced the speakers.

President Prichett was at the meeting for a short time and welcomed all the college men present very cordially to the Institute. He made an interesting comparison of some educational conditions met abroad with those obtaining here, and took occasion to congratulate all Institute men that they were surrounded by conditions so favorable abroad with those obtaining here, and took occasion to congratulate all Institute men that they were surrounded by conditions so favorable to serious, painstaking work.

Around by conditions so favorable to serious, painstaking work.

The engine., This feature will be illustrated by lantern slides.